### Poor Diets Damaging Children's Health Worldwide and in Afghanistan, Warns UNICEF

KABUL – An alarmingly high number of children around the world and in Afghanistan are suffering the consequences of poor diets and a food system that is failing them, UNICEF warned today in a new report on children, food and nutrition.

The State of the World’s Children 2019: Children, food and nutrition finds that, globally, 149 million children under five are stunted, or short for their age. Almost 2 in 3 children between six months and two years of age are not fed food that supports their rapidly growing bodies and brains. This puts them at risk of poor brain development, weak learning, low immunity, increased infections and, in many cases, death.

In Afghanistan, the nutritional situation is even more concerning. Every year, 2 million children under five are affected by acute malnutrition, of whom 60,000 suffer from the most severe form of undernutrition and are 11 times more likely to die than their peers. (Humanitarian Response Plan for Severity Ranking for People (HRP) in need study 2016)

"The effects of a poor diet last through...(More on P4)...(5)

### Real Time Data Management System to be Launched Soon: Hashimy

KABUL – The Real Time Data Management, which is expected to deliver real information on mobile phone tax collection, will be launched soon, Afghanistan’s Acting Minister of Communications and Information Technology Fahim Hashimy said on Tuesday. Speaking at the Senate, Hashimy said that the equipment of Real Time Data Management System had reached Kabul and work was underway on software part of the system. He said...(More on P4)...(6)

TEHRAN – Afghanistan's Minister of Public Health Firouz said in a meeting with his Iranian counterpart Saeed Namaki in Tehran on Tuesday. He noted that the Afghan people are satisfied with the quality of the Iranian medicine, and added, “The share of Iranian drugs in this market should increase.”...(More on P4)...(7)
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